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Oompa Loompas Subpoenaed In Taco Bell Lawsuit. |
Spatula In The Wilderness

Albino Springs, New Mexico. Lawyers for the Alabama firm
waging a class action suit against the Taco Bell corporation
have decided that the best way to learn what exactly the
company’s products are made of is to have members of its
nonindigenous workforce testify in court. The employees,
known as Oompa Loompas, will now be forced under oath to
reveal what they’ve made Taco Bell’s seasoned beef out of
during their 40 years as the primary manufacturers of the line
of products. This does not sit well at all with the group of
meat makers, or their union, The International Federation of
Loompa Food Handlers. Said union president Nicole Polizzi,
” I’ve got a riddle for you. What do we get for years of
packing Taco Bell Beef? Nothing but a lot of heartache and
grief!”

Lawyers for the Alabama firm Smakme/Smakme and Howe are not convinced by the Oompa
Loompa union and it’s pleas to be left in peace to make taco filling. “We’ve known for years that the
Bell isn’t being forthright about the beef content of its products.” claims lead attorney in the case
Ronald S. McDonald. “Independent laboratory tests show that the products are a combination of
caramelized tire shreds and flavored lawn clippings.” When asked to confirm or deny this charge,
union leader Polizzi does neither. “Look,” fired back the diminutive labor boss, who carries a
baseball bat nearly taller than she is, “That is just a flat-out lie! Eating tires would make you die. We
don’t use grass, that’s just not true. If some hairs fall in, it’s only a few.” A sharp whistle was heard
during the interview with Oompa Loompa officials and reporters were forced down a coal chute
which deposited them outside the Taco Bell commissary facility.

One former employee of the Taco Bell corporation, on condition of anonymity, did speak to Spatula
In The Wilderness. We met the disgruntled meat packer in a Washington, D.C. parking garage. The
source, known only to us as Deep Tan, revealed what’s in the meat, shortly before disappearing into
the beltway darkness. “It’s People!” We asked the source to clarify, fearing that a Soylent Green
moment was taking place. Deep Tan went on to say that recycled magazine material, such as
People and Us is the source material that the Oompa Loompas have ground up and put into Taco
Bell’s recipes for years. Before leaving, Deep Tan shouted over his shoulder “It’s all pulp!”
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